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The impact of threshold decision mechanisms 
of collective behaviour on disease spread



Social 

behaviour 

and disease 

spread

Humans are a hyper social species, and 
transmission of infectious diseases crucially 
depends on social dynamics.

Cultural practices, social institutions, 
economic circumstances, and human 
psychology can drive social dynamics.

How do social dynamics impact 
epidemiology? How does public health policy 
best take into account for these impacts?



Socio-

epidemiology

 Social dilemmas in vaccination 

decision-making (Bauch, 2003).

 Non-targeted social distancing 

policies may be welfare decreasing 

relative 

to no intervention (Fenichel, 2013).

 Social dynamics and government 

intervention (Kwuimy, 2020).



Awareness-

driven 

behaviour

 Short-term awareness of fatalities 

can lead to plateaus, persistent 

shoulder-like dynamics, and lag-

driven oscillations (Weitz, 2020).

 Selfish forward-looking individual 

decision-making leads to sufficient 

social distancing and flattening of 

the curve (Toxvaerd, 2020).



Beliefs and 

social norms

 May act as a "grammar of society" 

(Bicchieri, 2005).

 They may lead to harmful outcomes 

and be difficult to dislodge 

(Efferson, 2020).

 Act as catalyst to 

coordinate behaviour (Morsky, 

2021).



Heterogeneity

 Heterogeneity in susceptibility to 

transmission can lower the herd 

immunity threshold (Gomes, 2020).

 Heterogeneity in contact patterns 

and age structure can dramatically 

affect infectious disease dynamics 

(Bansal, 2007; Keeling, 1999).



Group dynamics

 Behavioural interventions are also 

highly influenced by political 

affiliation (Dimant, 2022; Gelfand, 

2022).

 Mask wearing can be driven by not 

only belief in its effectiveness but 

also in the prevalence of mask 

wearing (Bokemper, 2021).
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Transmission kinetics



Transmission kinetics

Transmission:



Transmission kinetics

Transmission:

affected by 

behaviour



Transmission reducing behaviour

 p is the degree of non-pharmaceutical 

transmission reducing behaviours employed by 

susceptible individuals.

 As p increases, the transmission rate decreases.

 Consider g(p) = 1- ηp and g(p) = 1/(1+ηp) with effectivity η>0.



Social dynamics

 Weigh the risks and costs (social and material) to engaging 

in the transmission reducing behaviour.

 Change behaviour to increase utility.



Susceptibles' utility

 Material utility = risk of getting the disease + cost of 

engaging in the behaviour: 

- βg(p)I - cp

 Relational utility = cost for deviating from the perception 

of others' behaviour q:

- θ(p-q)2

 Total utility = material + relational utility:

u(I,p,q) = - βg(p)I – cp - θ(p-q)2



Susceptibles' utility

 Material utility = risk of getting the disease + cost of 
engaging in the behaviour: 

- βg(p)I - cp

 Relational utility = cost for engaging in the behaviour less 
than the perception of others' behaviour q, benefit for 
engaging in it more:

+ θ(p-q)q

 Total utility = material + relational utility:

u(I,p,q) = - βg(p)I – cp + θ(p-q)q



Best response and replicator dynamics

Social dynamics are determined by:

Two models of changing behaviour, best response and replicator 

dynamics:
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Best response dynamics

Social dynamics are determined by:



• Tipping points 
(Schelling, 1971; Granovetter, 1983)

 Innovation

 Residential segregation

 Restaurants

 Riots

 Strikes
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Equations



SEIR time series



Switching condition



Switching condition



Sensitivity to efficacy, η=0.8



Sensitivity to efficacy, η=0.81



Varying efficacy: g(p) = 1-ηp



Varying material cost



Varying material cost and efficacy
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Varying relational cost and efficacy
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Heterogeneity: unimodal and bimodal 
distributions of sensitivity to 

risks/costs



Bimodal 

heterogeneity

Time series for 70% of the 

population highly sensitive 

to infections.



Bimodal 

heterogeneity

Time series for 90% of the 

population highly sensitive 

to infections.



Switching 

condition



Bimodal heterogeneity



SEIRS

 If R0>1, R0(1-η) < 1 and θ > c, then S=1 and p=1 is the sole 

stable equilibrium. Locked in behaviour: everyone 

engages in the behaviour even though the disease is 

suppressed. Social pressure alone can sustain this.

 If R0(1-η)>1 and c > θ, then there is a sole endemic state 

where nobody engages in the behaviour. If, however, c < 

θ, then there is also an endemic state with a higher 

frequency of susceptibles and everyone engages in 

the behaviour.



Summary

 Social dynamics can drive 

oscillations and temporarily level 

off transmission.

 Sticky social dynamics (conformity).

 Non-monotonic impacts of different 

parameters and initial conditions. 

The best case can be counter-

intuitive.



Other results and 

extensions

 Beliefs: incorrect beliefs (positive 

or negative bias) and lag in learning 

the true behaviour (q lags p):

dq/dt = q(1-q)(q-p).

 Asymptomatic transmission and the 

behaviour of asymptomatics.

 Higher order reaction kinetics.

 Interventions: reduction in 

transmission conditional 

on testing, public policy to reduce 

costs or change beliefs.

 Further heterogeneity between 

groups.


